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A Binary Model versus Discriminant Analysis Relating to
Corporate Bankruptcies: The Case of Russian Construction
Industry
Elena Makeeva* and Ekaterina Neretina**
The last market crash of 2008-2009 showed that the construction sphere is
one of the most fragile subject to the crisis effect. The destructive effect of this
crash resulted in substantial decrease in mortgage lending, price index, capital
investment, and in growth of the cost level. As the construction industry
remains strategically important, the eruption of this sphere, which was
facilitated by the crisis, might considerably harm Russian economy as a whole.
However, lack of relevant studies leaves the main risk factor of Russian
construction firms’ failure unexplored. The purpose of this study is to reveal the
key determinants, which cause bankruptcy of Russian construction firms
during the crisis period. Moreover, the article provides testing of applicability of
accounting-based models to prediction of bankruptcy of these firms. The
results show the validity of binary-choice logit and probit specifications with the
highest classification accuracy of around 85%. In addition, the liquidity and
profitability ratios were defined as superior insolvency factors for four years
before a company files for bankruptcy.

Keywords: bankruptcy prediction, construction industry, logit and probit
analysis
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1. Introduction
Although the interest in bankruptcy prediction increased in the 1930s, Russian
researchers paid attention to this matter only at the end of the 1990s after the
transition to the market economy. The second wave of interest emerged after the
2008-2009 world financial crisis. The collapse in the banking industry resulted in the
erosion of related and dependent sectors and the construction industry was most
seriously affected by the contagion (Repin 2011). Main damaging symptoms includes
the serious reduction of the share of mortgage credits in the total amount of credits
issued by Russian banks from 4.03% to 0.75%, the sharp drop of the construction
price index from 116.9 to 100.1 and the increase in the share of cost in sales from
91.3% to 92.1% in 2008 and 2009 respectively (Federal State Statistics Service of
Russian Federation 2012). As the result, the amount of unprofitable construction
organizations rose. Furthermore, the ratio of capital investments to gross domestic
product (GDP) fell from 4.60% to 3.50% and gross added value to GDP reduced
from 6.30% to 5.50% in these years. This sector remains strategically significant
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with more than 5% share in GDP and a stable 7.5%-8% share in total employment
(Federal State Statistics Service of Russian Federation 2012). Notwithstanding the
indispensability of this industry, only few researches explored the insolvency
determinants in this area. The high level of industry fragility increases the importance
of such studies applicable to the crisis periods. Concerning these problems, the
current study provides the testing of logit, probit and discriminant analysis to observe
determinants, which caused insolvency of Russian construction firms’ insolvency
during and before 2008-2009 market crash. The most remarkable conclusion is that
only the conventionally short-term liquidity determinants together with profitability
ratios let identifying potentially insolvent construction firms in four years before a firm
files for bankruptcy. As most construction firms are highly leveraged, the destructive
impact of the crisis brings to bankruptcy the less profitable firms facing liquidity
constraints.
This paper is organized as follows: the first part is devoted to a review of researches,
which were made in the field of bankruptcy prediction and particularly in the
construction industry, the second section explains the used methodology and the
initial hypotheses, and the third and the fourth sections describe the data sample and
the factor set. In the last two sections the results and the main conclusions are
shown.

2. Literature Review
The classical ratio analysis (Beaver 1966), was the first method used in bankruptcy
prediction and had several serious drawbacks. The first step to improve the quality
was an implementation of multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) (Altman 1968). Using
this method he defined a linear combination of five financial ratios called Z-score,
which was used to classify a company as bankrupt or sound. A serious limitation of
this method was neglecting non-financial factors of insolvency (Abidali and Harris,
1995). Altman improved his model (Altman, Haldeman and Narayanan 1977) due to
the changes in the quoted companies list and the significant increase in companies’
asset size. Using MDA Kucherenko (2008) achieved a classification accuracy of
91.07% for agricultural firms. Deakin (1972) showed superiority of the MDA-based
model over ratio analysis. Logit and probit analyses (Olson 1980) and (Zmijewski
1984), became the second broadly-used method in studying bankruptcy. Grise and
Dugan (2001) showed that these models were sensitive to industry effect and were
not stable over time. For the construction industry Koksal and Arditi (2004) achieved
80.40% classification accuracy using a multinomial logit. The comparison of
advanced methods as neural networks (NN), data envelopment analysis (DEA),
option models with more traditional logit, probit and MDA showed controversial
results. For instance, Back, Laitinen, Sere, and van Wezel (1996) revealed that NN
overcame MDA and logit in the first year before bankruptcy, but MDA was superior in
the second year. For Polish construction companies Kapliński (2008) also found
prevalence of NN over MDA. However, in the paper of Pompe and Bilderbeek (2005)
MDA and NN models showed similar results. Agarwal and Taffler (2008) proved that
although the market-based models were more up-to-date, the accounting-based
models caught a trend in the company’s performance.
Most Russian bankruptcy studies provide qualitative analysis (Repin 2011),
(Kaidagorova 2003) and there are only few researchers, who consider bankruptcy
sphere. Therefore, to explore insolvency factors for Russian construction firms, the
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methods’ fitness should be defined. As it is not evident whether traditional or
advanced method is superior, the traditional tools (logit, probit, MDA) were chosen
for a relative simplicity and a possibility to compare the results with the findings of a
broad range of previous studies. As Kovalenko, Urtenov and Zaikina (2010) showed
that a cluster analysis is applicable to predict bankruptcy of Russian construction
firms, the validity of other accounting-based methods is also supposed not to be
rejected.
H1: The base methods can predict bankruptcy of Russian construction firms.
In previous studies (Beaver 1966), (Altman1968) Olson 1980), Grise and Dugan
(2001) found similar factors using different methods and samples of non-financial
companies. Therefore, it should be verified whether the final set of insolvency factors
depends on the method in use and whether these factors are industry-specific.
H2: The final set of factors does not depend on the modeling method which is used.
H3: Different set of factors is responsible for bankruptcy of construction industry
compared to other industries.
H2 is supposed to be rejected as Back, Laitinen, Sere and van Wezel (1996) Grice
and Dugan (2003) showed different results with different methods. Although some
final variables for the construction industry (Kovalenko, Urtenov and Zaikina 2010),
(Repin 2011), (You and Zi 2007) were similar to those in multi-industry researches,
the studies on bankruptcy of construction firms highlight that liquidity management is
vital. Therefore, the third hypothesis is not supposed to be rejected considering
different level of leverage, assets management and distribution system of
construction industry compared to other spheres.

3. Methodology
Three main accounting-based methods have been employed - multiple discriminant,
logit, and probit analysis. Instead of MDA, Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA)
has been used as it provides more itemized equation output (Kim, Myuller and
Klekka 1989). Implementation of the method requires factors to be independent, a
joint distribution of variables in both classes to have multivariate normal distribution,
and covariance matrices to be equal. Ex-ante probability of belonging to the
particular class also should be defined. A canonical discriminant function could be
presented as follows:

f km  u0  u1 X 1km  u2 X 2km  ...  u p X pkm , where: k is the

number of a group or of a class; m is the unit index; u i indicates the distance
between classes. To observe the impact of factors on the value of discriminant
w ji
function, the coefficients were transformed into a standardized form: ci  u i
,
ng
where: n is the amount of observations; g is the amount of classes. To smooth the
difference in covariance matrices, the sample was formed with equal amount of
bankrupt and sound firms using a matching method. Bankrupt firms were chosen
randomly and analogues were defined according to the following criteria (Altman
1968), (Platt and Platt 1991), (Premachandra, Bhabra and Sueyoshi 2009):
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(1) Six-digit industry code (by OKVED the Russian classification of economic
activities);
(2) ±10% of assets size;
(3) Legal form;
(4) Availability of financial statements.
An ex-ante probability of belonging to the bankruptcy class was fixed on the level of
0.5. These assumptions do not contradict the properties of the initial population due
to dynamic nature of the ratio of bankrupt to sound firms and due to the increased
number of insolvency events during the crisis.
To avoid the tough premises of CDA, the binary-choice logit and probit models were
applied. General specification of these models is the following (Katyshev, Magnus
and Peresetsky, 2004): E( yt )  1* P( yt  1)  0 * P( yt  0)  P( yt  1)  F ( xt' *  ) , where
xt' *  is the predetermined part of a linear regression model yt  xt' *    t , t  1,..., n

is an observation number,   (1 ,..., k )' is the set of unknown parameters and  t is
the random error with mean of zero and variance  2 . The cut-off choice depends on
the cut-off value:

y t  1, _ if _ y t*  y cutoff
y t  0, _ if _ y t*  y cutoff

.

Logit and probit specifications mainly differ in their distribution functions:
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function L  L( y1 ,..., y n )   (1  F ( x *  )) F ( xt *  ) was maximized to define
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coefficients
values.
Marginal
effects
were
P( y  1)
 F ' ( x '  )   p( x '  )  .to estimate the relative effect of variables
calculated
x
on the function.
Logit and probit methods do not require the same tough promises as CDA does.
Although the problem of covariance matrices’ inequality has already been smoothed,
the non-normality problem still should be considered. The robustness of results may
help to testify the severity of non-normality assumption and face a small-sample
problem. Since the construction industry is highly leveraged and fragile, it provides
an ideal case for a bankruptcy study. This analysis is especially relevant in crisis
periods. Russian open and closely held corporations have better disclosure
practices and less data distortion comparing to less strict requirements that limited
liability companies face. Moreover, most Russian firms are limited liability companies.
Therefore, considering only the first two legal forms, holding 50/50 ratio of bankrupt
and sound firms and preserving randomness may not allow to form a sufficiently
large sample.
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Compared to the existing literature, this study provides a way of dealing with the
premises of CDA, presents a complex analysis of insolvency factors and includes
estimation of the methods’ robustness.

4. Data and Factor Set
The sample includes 120 Russian construction firms: 60 bankrupts and 60 sound
analogues. Data were collected from the Ruslana database (bureau VanDijk). The
open and closely held corporations were combined to increase the sample size. It
was justified by Iwasaki (2006). The author showed that during the privatization
period, the choice between these legal forms was more political than economic.
Furthermore, managers preferred the closed form due to the scantiness of the
sources provided by the financial market and the desire to keep control. The sample
includes yearly financial data from 2002 to 2010 and presents data for five years
before bankruptcy. After taking average of balance sheet variables, four years
available left. Due to the fact that the majority of firms in the sample filed bankruptcy
in one year after the last available financial statement, the bankruptcy period covers
the years from 2007 to 2011. The analogues selection was made using a matching
method. The initial factor set consisted of 23 variables, which were chosen on the
base use frequency and performance in the previous studies (Abidali and Harris
1995), (Back, Laitinen, Sere and van Wezel 1996), (Slesarenko 2010). These
variables were assigned to six basic groups with respect to correlation analysis and
an economic logic. This classification includes liquidity, turnover, profitability,
financial solidity, size, and cash flow ratios and it is similar to the classification, which
was presented by Beaver (1966) (see Table A1 in Appendix). The descriptive
statistics (see Tables A2-4 in Appendix) showed that the factors, which have been
supposed to increase the probability of insolvency, are sufficiently higher for the
bankrupt class and vice versa. For instance, Total debt/total assets ratio coefficient
(see Table A4 in Appendix) is significantly higher for the failed firms. For almost
every coefficient, a standard deviation was not significantly high after correcting the
sample for outliers.

5. The Findings
The results of CDA analysis has shown that the main assumptions of this method
are not held. Doornik and Hansen (1994) test has indicated that only the distribution
of few variables complies with the standard normal distribution. Moreover, the
inequality of covariance matrices confirms that using 50/50 sample composition is
well-founded as it helps to smooth this problem. The factor analysis and stepwise
selection were applied to choose the final set of variables. According to CDA results
the core reasons of future distress are non-optimal capital structure, decrease in
profitability, poor sales management, liquidity problems and size (see Table 1). As all
construction industry is highly leveraged, during the crisis bigger and more profitable
firms should be less financially constrained as they might obtain additional financing
easier using good network and reputation. The sales management has a crucial role
when the prices and demand for property sharply falls as it was observed during the
last 2008-2009 market crash. However, as the assumptions are not held, CDA
results could not be considered as robust. It may be referred to a severity on nonnormality and small-sample problems.
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Table 1: Standardized Coefficients. The MDA Models
Variables
Period before bankruptcy
t-1
t-2
t-3
ebitta1
-0.50
lnas1
-0.36
cashcl1
-0.13
ars1
0.33
intcov1
-0.28
sta2
-0.29
-0.65
cashcl2
-0.55
invs2
0.13
ebits3
-0.50
sta3
-0.50
tdta3
0.47
0.91
sta4
tdta4

t-4

-0.54
0.84

The table presents the standardized coefficients of CDA models. All presented variables were
defined as significant.

Because of the small-sample problem, only in-sample analysis was conducted. The
classification accuracy decreases from 86.44% till 67.80% between the first and the
fourth year before bankruptcy. From the error-type perspective, the model for t-1
period is the most accurate, because I-type error is the lowest (see Table 2).

t-1
t-2
t-3
t-4

Table 2: Quality of CDA Models
1-I-type
1-II-type
Class
error (%)
error (%)
accuracy (%)
89.83
83.05
86.44
77.88
77.97
77.93
67.80
74.58
71.19
67.80
67.80
67.80

The table presents the main characteristics of the MDA models for four years before bankruptcy. 1-Itype error and 1-II-type error were calculated as 100% minus the first (I) and the second (II) type
years errors correspondingly. Both indicators decrease in the course of time as both type of errors
increase. Classification accuracy presents average of 1-I-type error and 1-II-type error.

Although the classification accuracy rates of logit and probit are similar to each other
and declines with time before bankruptcy, the I-type errors are relatively smaller than
those in CDA case (see Table 3). In-sample classification accuracy for both types of
methods is around the level, which was achieved in previous studies Koksal and
Arditi (2004), Kucherenko (2008), Back, Laitinen, Sere and van Wezel (1996),
Kapliński (2008), Cielen, Peeters and Vanhoof (2004). As the assumptions of CDA
are not held, the first hypothesis does not tend to be rejected for logit and probit
specifications.
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Table 3: Quality of Logit and Probit Models
Criterions
t-1
t-2
t-3
t-4
logit probit logit probit logit probit logit probit
Rsq. McFadden 52.55 52.48 30.59 28.83 23.94 26.01
7.64
7.48
(%)
1-I-type error (%) 88.14 86.44 83.05 84.75 83.05 89.83 66.10 64.41
1-II-type error
84.75 84.75 71.19 71.19 67.80 64.41 64.41 64.41
(%)
Class accuracy
86.44 85.59 77.12 77.97 75.42 77.12 65.25 64.41
(%)
The table presents the quality characteristics for logit and probit models. 1-I-type error (%), 1-II-type
error (%) and Class accuracy (%) could be interpreted in the same way as these indicators are
interpreted in the CDA analysis part.

Table 4: Logit and Probit Models. Marginal Effects
t-1
t-2
t-3
t-4
Variables logit
probit
logit
probit
logit
probit logit probit
lnas1
-0.31** -0.29**
**
*
cashcl1 -2.88
-2.60
*
cas1
0.25
0.22**
ebitta2
-0.87*
cashcl2
-1.67** -1.30**
ars2
0.46
tdta2
0.62*
tdta3
1.05*
2.02**
0.59*
0.62*
ebitta3
-1.69** -1.07*
cashcl3
-1.81**
1.47**
wcta4
-0.37* -0.38*
ebits4
-1.27* -1.09*
The table presents marginal effects of the coefficients in the models, which were obtained using
logit and probit. It is possible with this form of coefficients to compare relative influence of the
factors on the likelihood function.
*
**
***
p < 0.05; p < 0.01; and p < 0.001.

The final sets of variables in logit and probit are close to each other (see Table 4),
but it is different from that in CDA method. As the findings of logit and probit are
considered as the only sound ones, the second hypothesis tends to be rejected, but
with limitation on CDA assumptions. This hypothesis’s rejection is coincided with the
findings of previous studies (Back, Laitinen, Sere and van Wezel 1996), (Grice and
Dugan 2003). Logit and probit analysis showed that in the fourth years prior to
bankruptcy the liquidity and profitability ratios appear as the crucial indicators of
insolvency. The most striking result is the absence of solvency ratio in this period.
Moreover, the liquidity and profitability ratios are significant in every model. Working
capital management was found important in the fourth year and cash management is
superior in all other periods. Profitability, leverage, and liquidity ratios were also
found significant. Although the final set of variables are similar to the sets of
measures, which were defined as significant in the previous studies (Altman 1968),
and (Ohlson 1980), (Abidali and Harris 1995), (Back, Laitinen, Sere and van Wezel
1966), the crucial importance of liquidity and profitability trends leads to rejection of
the third hypothesis. This tendency is intensified by the crisis impact, which brings
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the most unprofitable firms with liquidity shortage to insolvency. Decrease in demand
and of housing prices deepens the distress level of construction firms making them
more financially constrained.

6. Summary and Conclusions
In the course of the financial crisis of 2008-2009, one of the most adversely affected
industries in the Russian economy was the construction sphere. The crisis’
destructive effect resulted in the substantial decrease in mortgage crediting, price
index, capital investment and in the growth of the cost level. Despite of the
importance of this industry for the economy, lack of research in this area leads to the
uncertainty about the main risk factor leading to the bankruptcy of the construction
companies. From the classical accounting-based methods, logit and probit are
applicable to prediction of bankruptcy of Russian construction firms. Using these
methods around 85% of classification accuracy was achieved for the first year before
bankruptcy. Similar accuracy rate was shown by the previous studies. The use of
CDA analysis is limited as the assumptions of this method are not held. This
limitation also leads to the ambiguity as to whether the significance of factors causing
bankruptcy depends on the applied methodology. The results of the applied binarychoice models showed that the set of factors causing bankruptcy of Russian
construction firms is similar to the insolvency determinants for firms in other
industries. However, the liquidity and profitability characteristics have a prevailing
role during the crisis in the insolvency of the construction firms. Due to the decrease
in demand and the fall in housing prices, less profitable firms with poor liquidity
management go bankrupt with the highest probability.
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Appendix
Table A1: The classification of variables
Liquidity
Cash/current liabilities (cashcl)
Quick assets/current liabilities (qacl)
Current assets/current liabilities
(cacl)
Cash/total assets (cashta)

Turnover
Account receivable/sales (ars)
Inventory/sales (invs)
Current assets/sales (cas)

Profitability
*
EBIT /total assets (ebitta)
Sales/total assets (sta)
EBIT/sales (ebits)

Quick assets/sales (qas)

Working capital/total assets (wcta)
Current liabilities/total assets (clta)

Financial Solidity
Interest coverage (intcov)

Working capital/total debt (wctd)
Current assets/total assets (cata)

Total debt/total assets (tdta)
Long-term debt/total assets
(ltdta)
Ln tangible assets (lntang)

Net income/total debt
(nitd)
Cash flow
Cash flow/total assets
(cfta)
Cash flow/total debt (cftd)

Size
Ln of total assets (lnta)
The table provides the classification of initial factors, which were used for the constructions of models.
The economic logic and correlation analysis were implemented to define the group, to which a variable
belongs.
(*) EBIT - Earnings before interest and taxes.

Mean
Sd.
Cv.
Min.
Max.
Mean
Sd.
Cv.
Min.
Max.

Table A2: Descriptive Statistics. Liquidity Ratios
bankr cashcl1 qacl1 cacl1 cashta wcta1 clta
1
1
0
0.25
1.07
1.43
0.09
0.06 0.62
0
0.52
0.94
1.21
0.12
0.34 0.28
0
2.09
0.88
0.85
1.33
5.96 0.44
0
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.00
-0.91 0.07
0
3.17
4.91
7.33
0.58
0.63 1.14
1
0.02
0.64
0.86
0.02
-0.56 1.28
1
0.03
1.19
1.23
0.04
0.93 0.86
1
2.03
1.86
1.42
2.08
-1.67 0.67
1
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
-4.64 0.09
1
0.16
9.36
9.77
0.15
0.84 4.74

wctd1
0.41
1.18
2.89
-0.96
6.23
-0.26
0.35
-1.35
-0.98
0.74

cata
1
0.68
0.27
0.40
0.04
0.99
0.72
0.24
0.33
0.02
0.99

The table presents the descriptive statistics for Liquidity ratios for the first year before bankruptcy. The
statistics show that more healthy firms have higher liquidity ratios than the bankrupt firms do.
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Table A3: Descriptive Statistics. Profitability Ratios
bank ebitta
sta1
ebits nitd1
r
1
1
Mean
0
0.12 1.64
0.05 0.22
Sd.
0
0.18 1.13
0.39 0.58
Cv.
0
1.56 0.68
7.85 2.68
Min.
0
-0.31
0.04 -2.66 -0.36
Max.
0
1.10 5.12
0.86 4.02
Mean
1
-0.18
0.71 -0.59 -0.18
Sd.
1
0.32 0.69
1.09 0.31
Cv.
1
-1.80
0.97 -1.84 -1.67
Min.
1
-2.05
0.01 -6.95 -1.21
Max.
1
0.08 2.60
0.19 0.21
The table presents the descriptive statistics for Profitability ratios for the first year before bankruptcy.
The calculated statistics show that more healthy firms tend to have higher profitability ratios than the
bankrupt firms do.

Table A4: Descriptive Statistics. Financial Solidity Ratios

Mean
Sd.
Cv.
Min.
Max.
Mean
Sd.
Cv.
Min.
Max.

bank
r
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

intcov1
0.24
0.77
3.18
-0.02
5.73
-0.46
1.80
-3.88
-10.08
1.28

tdta
1
0.69
0.28
0.40
0.07
1.22
1.42
0.95
0.67
0.43
4.93

ltlta1

lntang
1
0.07 11.27
0.15
1.56
2.04
0.14
0.00
7.09
0.73 15.45
0.13
9.88
0.45
1.57
3.35
0.16
-0.02
6.74
3.23 13.50

The table presents the descriptive statistics for Financial solidity ratios for the first year before
bankruptcy. Interest coverage (intcov) and Ln tangible assets (lntang) ratios are higher on average
for sound firms than those are for bankrupt firms. Total debt/total assets (tdta) and Long-term
debt/total assets (ltdta) show an opposite tendency.
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